Artisan Sea Skiffs

What Our Customers Say…
“Today was a very special day for us,
in taking delivery of our Caribiana
Sea Skiff. After visiting the shop a
couple of times during the build, I
fully expected a beautiful finished
product but we were not really
prepared to see the end result. To
say it was a jaw-dropping
experience doesn't do justice to the
craftsmen of Caribiana. The attention
to detail, the workmanship of Teak
fit and finish are without equal. Our
thanks to everyone at Caribiana.”

Willie Ludwig
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Unique in a Sea of Sameness
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Aruba Class

Aruba Class Skiff
Artisan Sea Skiffs

Beauty & Purpose
Striking in form and painstakingly crafted,
the Caribiana Sea Skiff will enhance your
boating experiences in ways you truly
come to appreciate. Much of a Caribiana
Skiffs’ appeal begins with the long,
graceful lines that sweep forward into
a high, proud, distinctive bow. This
upward sweep also unveils the classic
lapstrake hull designs of old Caribbean
fishing skiffs that inspired this watercraft.
These classic lines coupled with highgrade teak finishes are just a few of the attributes that make a Caribiana skiff the most eye catching boat on any body of water!

Aruba Class
The Aruba class skiff combines old world craftsman style with modern design
elements. Our craftsmen marry the rich and elegant teak detailing with
modern features like stainless steel fittings and hardware. Our skiffs vintage
lapstrake appearance is molded into the fiberglass hull. This maintains the
classic look of an old-world skiff while providing the function and durability of
a modern boat. This coupling of “the old” and “the new” make the Aruba
Series skiffs a visually stunning, low maintenance everyday family boat.

Classic Look, Modern Touches
Caribiana skiffs come well equipped with a modern GPS/
Chartploter touchscreen display with sonar, and wireless
connectivity to smartphones and tablets that puts you in control
from anywhere on board. Our skiffs have state of the art audio
with the finest marine quality sound systems for your enjoyment.
The 4 speaker Fusion Audio has FM/AM, Bluetooth, Apple Airplay
2 and SiruisXM will connect you to all your favorite music.

World Class Standard
We take extreme pride in our work. Each custom-ordered boat
requires hundreds of hours of artisans and craftsmen work to
complete the exquisite detailing. Our highly skilled craftsmen use
only the highest grade teak to hand craft the floorboards, rub rail,
bow breastplate and other wood features.
The wait is worthwhile. The result is world class. It’s an heirloom boat
that is unique in a sea of sameness. Its is an investment that sets you
apart and becomes a part of your family’s boating life forever.
Call us today to build your Caribiana. 251-202-9902
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Gelcoat Options

PEARL

REGATTA

SKY

SCARLET

SUNNY

SAND

SEA FOAM

SUNSET

Handcrafted Teak
Part of the appeal and iconic beauty of a Caribiana skiff is our extensive use of hand-selected,
solid genuine teak. Chosen for its beauty and consistent grain, teak is not only durable under
harsh sea and weather conditions, but it is also forgiving on bare feet, naturally resists slipping,
and easy to care for.

Teak: The Low Maintenance Wonder Wood
Many people assume that wood on a boat is a maintenance headache. Not so with teak. Teak
naturally contains oil and silica, making it virtually water-impermeable, impervious to rot and
pests. The sun and weather will damage everything on a boat, including fiberglass, if left
exposed to the elements for long periods of time. So covering your skiff when not in use along
with the naturally occurring elements in teak will preserve your teak far into the future.
Caribiana’s oil finished teak will maintain its golden luster for years. The only maintenance that
is needed for oiled finished teak is to rub teak oil on the wood 1or 2 times a year. Teak oil
application takes less than 30 minutes!
Varnished teak provides an even more breathtaking appearance. Varnished teak exposes the
beautiful shades of red, gold, brown and tan as well as the natural movement and grain of the
timber. Caribiana’s varnished teak has 8 layers of advanced formulated varnish that will protect
the skiffs teak for up to 10 years before reapplication may be needed.*
Mooring covers are recommenced for all Caribiana skiffs.

Aruba Standard Equipment
Simrad GO5 Touch Screen*

Side and Helm Seat Cushions

Faria Gauges
Fusion 4 Speaker Audio**

7’ Bimini
Folding Helm Footrest

Instrument Control Panel
Stainless Steel Hardware

LED Courtesy Lights
Nav Lights

21 gal stainless fuel tank

Lifetime Limited Hull Warranty

2 Auto Bilge Pumps
Digital Battery switch
70 HP Yamaha 4 stroke engine
SeaStar Throttle/Binnacle

*Depends on how often the boat is covered when not in use.

Specifications:

5 large storage compartments

• Length - 23’

• Draft -10”

• Weight - 1400lb

• Max Passengers

• Width - 6.5’

• Fuel Capacity - 21 gal

• Max HP - 90 HP

• Semi-displacement hull
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Audio upgrade available**
Dual Screens available*

Unique in a Sea of Sameness

• 70 HP top speed 32mph
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